SDF-1 fused to a fractalkine stalk and a GPI anchor enables functional neovascularization.
The facilitated recruitment of vascular progenitor cells (VPCs) to ischemic areas might be a therapeutic target for neovascularization and repair. However, efficient and directed attraction of VPCs remains a major challenge in clinical application. To enhance VPC homing, we developed a fusion protein (S1FG), based on the biology of stroma-derived factor-1/CXCL12 and the mucin backbone taken from fractalkine/CXCL12. A GPI-anchor was included to link the fusion-protein to the cell surface. HUVECs transfected with S1FG were capable of increasing firm adhesion of CXCR4+-mononuclear cells (THP-1) under shear stress conditions in vitro. In an in vivo rabbit model of chronic hind limb ischemia, local S1FG application enhanced the recruitment of adoptively transferred embryonic EPCs (eEPCs) to the ischemic muscles 2.5-fold. S1FG combined with eEPC(low) (2 × 10(6)) yielded similar capillary growth as eEPC(high) (5 × 10(6)) alone. Compared to controls, collateral formation was increased in the S1FG eEPC(low) group, but not the eEPC(high) group without S1FG, whereas perfusion was found enhanced in both groups. In addition, S1FG also increased collateral formation and flow when combined with AMD3100 treatment, to increase circulating levels of endogenous VPC. These data demonstrate that the fusion protein S1FG is capable of enhancing the recruitment of exogenously applied or endogenously mobilized progenitor cells to sites of injury. Recombinant versions of S1FG applied via catheters in combination with progenitor cell mobilization may be useful in the treatment of chronic ischemic syndromes requiring improved perfusion.